MMDS Chooses CORELinQ
MMDS Chooses CORELinQ Innovations As Its Vendor of Choice in Providing Radiology IT Solutions For Its EnterpriseWide Mobile Modalities Network
BIRMINGHAM, AL – July 12, 2016 – CORELinQ Innovations is proud to announce the signing of Mobile Medical Diagnostic
Services (MMDS) as its customer in providing enterprise-wide radiology IT services to MMDS’ growing radiology provider network of
over 1500 facilities. CORELinQ will provide MMDS with its full radiology software suite, including RISLinQ - its radiology information
system, RADLinQ - its imaging platform and CORELinQ’s on-demand portal management tools for MMDS’s client network.
MMDS is the largest provider of mobile radiology and innovative diagnostic studies in the Southeastern U.S., offering mobile
modality services including x-ray, ultrasound, echo cardiograms, EKGs and various other medical studies. CORELinQ will facilitate
connecting its customers, who are seeking the addition of modalities through a mobile channel, to MMDS in an effort to expose
them to all of the opportunities that mobile modality services provides to them. Additionally, MMDS is aggressively expanding its
mobile modality services throughout the Southwest and West Coast, allowing more of CORELinQ’s client base to have access to
MMDS’ services.
Harsha Hatti, CEO of CORELinQ Innovations, highlighted the importance of having MMDS as a customer: “CORELinQ has made
it no secret that we remain committed to helping our clients achieve three key objectives: growing volume, increasing cash flow
and reducing operating costs. By joining forces with MMDS, we are not just adding a valued customer, we are also gaining an
incredible partner who will provide our clients new volume growth opportunities through their mobile modality service offerings.
This is an absolute win-win for all involved, but most importantly for our customers and the communities they serve. We are
excited at what the future holds in our relationship with MMDS”.
MMDS CEO, Lloyd Williams, echoed a similar sentiment: “When setting out to find a radiology IT vendor, we focused heavily on a
fully integrated software solution that met our needs of scalability, flexibility, price and reputation. It became clear to me and my
entire team that CORELinQ Innovations has the right complementary vision for how they view the radiology market and how their
products and services play a key role in the future of outpatient radiology going forward. That, coupled with a great discussion
with Harsha and his team, cemented our decision that CORELinQ is our vendor of choice as we enter into the next strategic phase
of growth for MMDS”.
MMDS’ implementation of CORELinQ’s product suite is slated to begin mid-summer 2016.
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MMDS Mobile X-Ray is a rapidly growing
mobile diagnostic company specializing in onsite service to long-term care / skilled nursing
facilities in the Southeastern United States. In
addition to long-term care facilities, MMDS
also serves home health, rehabilitation, and
other types of healthcare facilities. MMDS’ goal is to offer each and every
facility they serve unsurpassed customer service, unbelievable cost savings
and superior technology, ensuring clients received unparalleled patient care.
Visit www.mmdsmobile.com

CORELinQ Innovations is a healthcare technology
company that offers a suite of industryleading products and services, including image
distribution/viewing, report management and
distribution, fully integrated RIS/billing, and RCM
services to improve workflow and reduce costs
without compromising patient care. Its key
focus is to become the “One—Stop Shop” for all things within outpatient
radiology, helping clients grow their volume, increase their cash and reduce
operating costs. Visit www.corelinq.com
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